
Modo Communicate is the dynamic communication platform from Modo Labs that enables 
you to send highly targeted messages, schedule notifications in advance, and assign 
authoring and approval permissions across your organization.

Send Personalized Messages To  
Targeted Groups of Users 
Send targeted messages based on Personas and 
Locations in your app, or create highly targeted 
segments based on individual attributes.

Schedule In Advance 
Preschedule when messages are sent, how long they 
display, and when they expire.

Choose From Multiple Delivery Options 
Choose the notification type that reaches users when 
and where they’re most likely to engage. 

Delegate Permissions And Establish  
Approval Workflows 
Assign privileges to various stakeholders so they can 
easily communicate with their target audience. You 
can also configure channels to require pre-approval.

Deep-Link To Your App  
Send users directly to any destination within your app.

Give Your Users A Central Communication Hub 
No more missed notifications. The Message Center 
provides a unified place where end-users can view all 
of the messages they’ve received.

MODO COMMUNICATE

Harness the Power of 
Mobile Communication 
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ENGAGE STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES WITH 
TIMELY, PERSONALIZED, AND ACTIONABLE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Create and Schedule 

Author, edit, and approve messages from an intuitive 
and easy-to-use interface

Mobile communication is a powerful engagement tool. 

The vast majority of us own a smartphone and rely on it as a central information and 
communication resource. At the same time, we’re inundated with emails, text messages, and 
other notifications, making it difficult to cut through the noise.  

Push notifications and in-app banner messages dramatically increase app usage and retention, 
but it is critical to earn your users’ trust by sending timely, personalized, and actionable 
communications that engage them with your app and your organization. Modo Communicate 
lets you do just that.

Engage Your Users  

App users will receive your notification 
and can access message details from the 
Message Center.


